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Ones 
to Watch
Emerging local artists to 
collect before it’s too late
By Carrie Nieman Culpepper

ontemporary art is hot. In No-
vember, Sotheby’s had its biggest 
auction in history, selling $315.9 

million worth of contemporary work, 
including a giant stainless-steel heart by 
Jeff Koons that went for $23.5 million 
— the highest price ever for a piece by 
a living artist. While we don’t advocate 
collecting purely for speculative pur-
poses, like the hedge-funders, it’s hard 
to ignore the hype. Virginia Common-
wealth University arts associate dean 
Joe Seipel was recently in New York City 
checking out shows by recent grads; 
one he estimated sold about $350,000 
worth of work, and the other was at The 
Met. “You almost have to collect them a 
year after they’re out of grad school or 
it’s too late,” he says. Luckily, we have 
a highly ranked art school in our midst 
and a healthy art community as a result. 
And who knows, that artist you bought 
here could be at The Met one day. Here 
are 12 rising stars, including Sun Tek 
Chung (pictured), to keep an eye on. 
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Robert Walz does 
something he likes to call sculptural 
printmaking. He makes prints, cuts 
them up then mounts them on pins 
in a Plexiglas box. After earning a 
degree in English, Walz went back 
to VCU for a second one in sculp-
ture. While running a design/build 
firm, he’s a member of 1708 and 
will curate a show for Quirk Gal-
lery in May. He had a video piece in 
Radius 250, an emerging-talent art 
show put together by VMFA cura-
tor John B. Ravenal in 2005. Walz 
is working on more deconstructed 
prints for a show at Curated Culture 
in April and May. $500 to $2,000; 
www.robertwalz.com 

Heide Trepanier’s surreal abstracts are 
part Dr. Seuss, part Jackson Pollock. The ordered chaos 
in the amoeba-like shapes — created by pouring latex 
enamel on the canvas then tracing the shapes in black 
marker — perhaps come from Trepanier’s studies as a 
biology major, before she turned to art. She earned her 
MFA at VCU and now teaches there while showing her 
work in places like Moscow and Madrid. The American 
Academy of Arts and Letters, made up of a who’s who 
in art and literature, included her in a juried exhibition, 
then bought one of her pieces to donate to the St. Louis 
Art Museum. You can see her work at Saks in the down-
stairs women’s section or at VMFA (when it reopens in 
fall 2008). $2,500 to $10,000 at Reynolds Gallery or New 
York’s Stefan Stux Gallery

Kiara Pelissier ’s sculptures look like a bubble-gum accident or evidence that 
she has supernatural powers to crumple glass with her hands. No doubt, the truth is a lot 
more careful than that. Pelissier has an impressive track record of training, having bounced 
around the country to study her art before landing at VCU and earning a masters in glass 
(she studied it in undergrad, too, for the record). She’s taught in places like Japan and at the 
Corning Studio of Glass. Closer to home, she’s in the private collections of some top local 
collectors, including gallery owner Beverly Reynolds. $500 to $11,000 at Reynolds Gallery
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Rob Tarbell 
has been busy. His work 
appeared in 19 shows 
this year alone, including 
ones in China, Korea, 
Illinois, Michigan and 
Nashville. He also teach-
es at VCU and serves on 
the board at the artist-
run 1708 Gallery. Tarbell 

got an MFA in drawing and painting but has found his stride in 
two less-conventional areas of art. His smoke paintings, which 
showed at Art6 recently, depict eerie circus scenes literally drawn 
with smoke onto the paper. And in December his hybrid stuffed-
animal sculptures looked deceivingly soft and cuddly from afar but 
disturbing in a “Through the Looking Glass” kind of way up close. 
Tarbell won a VMFA fellowship in 2007 and shows no signs of 
slowing down. $250 to $2,500; www.robtarbell.com

Eric Sall immediately became a hot name in the art 
world when mega-collector and now gallery owner Charles 
Saatchi bought one of his paintings at a Miami art fair in 
2006. He will be a part of Saatchi’s show of emerging art-
ists at his London museum, and Sall has a Wikipedia entry 
because of it. His colorful abstracts skid and crash like rain-
bows in a car accident. Sall got his MFA from VCU, received 
a $20,000 Joan Mitchell Foundation grant, is represented by 
a New York City gallery (as well as a Richmond one) and has 
shown extensively in the Midwest. $2,000 to $16,000 at ADA 
Gallery or New York’s ATM Gallery

Sun Tek Chung is part sculptor and part perfor-
mance artist. He makes life-size sets, then has a photograph taken 
of himself in them, usually crossing an element of his Asian heri-
tage with wit and a splash of pop culture or sometimes an inside 
joke for the art world. He takes about six months to produce one 
photo and has gained 30 pounds, grown a beard and shaved a 
comb-over for his different roles. He’s exhibited at New York City’s 
P.S. 1 Contemporary Art Center, and his photos are in the collec-
tion of more than a few Hollywood producers. The artist, who was 
subjected to piano lessons as a kid, is currently working on a piece 
in which he’ll be climbing a mountain of pianos (pictured on the 
previous page). $2,000 to $4,000; www.suntekchung.com

Calvin Burton ’s name may not 
ring a bell. His work hasn’t shown in Rich-
mond since his MFA thesis exhibit at VCU’s 
Anderson Gallery in 2006. Instead it’s been in 
Buenos Aires, New York and Barcelona. His 
colorful paintings (and quieter drawings) 
put architectural elements in the context 
of nature — think urban meets wilderness 
— but things don’t seem as cheery as the 
colors might have you believe. Burton won a VMFA fel-
lowship in 2007 and will show his work at University of Mary 
Washington’s Dupont Gallery Jan. 24-Feb. 10. www.calvinbur-
ton.com $500 to $10,000 at Branch Gallery, Durham, N.C.

Kirsten Kindler must have sharp scissors. She meticu-
lously cuts floral patterns out of magazines to create lovely lace-like 
wall hangings. They sway in the wind and cast intricate shadows. 
Kindler earned an MFA at San Francisco Art Institute and was awarded 
a VMFA fellowship grant a few years ago. Word is, a bigwig at Domin-
ion Virginia Power owns one, spurring other collectors to grab them 
up. $600 to $6,000 at ADA Gallery
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Sarah Rebekah 
Byrd Mizer has an eye 
for subtlety and a fascination with 
text. This recent MFA graduate 
from VCU Arts’ craft department 
makes glass installations of words 
and phrases that are impossibly 
delicate, standing out from the 
wall on pins. She wrote her mas-
ters’ thesis in glass and covered a 
wall at Reynolds Gallery’s Almost 
Famous show last summer. She 
also has works on paper where she 
has written into wax. Her art has 
been in several group shows of ris-
ing stars and will be at Reynolds 
Gallery Jan. 18-Feb. 18. $750 to 
$12,000; www.sarahrbmizer.com

Derek Coté isn’t afraid to poke fun at the art 
world. A recent graduate of VCU’s top-ranked sculpture 
masters program, Coté makes witty sculpture like I Wanna 
Be A Cowboy (below). He and a fellow grad student created 
The Daily Constitutional, a twice-yearly magazine of com-
mentary on the art world written by artists, which got prime 
placement at art fairs last year, as did his sound installations. 
Most recently, Coté and artist Nicole Baumann are working 
on models of blue-chip art galleries with blank walls and 
show titles like Ambient Light Installation, again raising ques-
tions about the hot art market. He recently won second prize 
in the Young Sculptors Competition and has shown at the 
Brooklyn Museum of Art. $350 to $10,000; www.derekcote.com 
and www.dailyconstitutional.org 

Ron Johnson’s work involves sheets of Mylar he’s painted and drawn on, sometimes the top layer, 
sometimes the middle or back. These different strata create a sort of dreamy, in-and-out-of-focus experience.  
He also attaches strips of tape, looking like it got pulled out of a cassette, to panels, then paints inside the hap-
hazard shapes. Johnson teaches at VCU, where he earned an MFA in painting. He’s had shows at the Reynolds 
Gallery, several in France, and received a favorable mention from the Washington Post this summer after his 
work appeared at the McLean Project for the Arts. $1,000 to $3,000 at Reynolds Gallery; www.ronbjohnson.com

Bruce Wilhelm paints from dreams — or night-
mares — and childhood. You might see ghosts, missiles and sas-
quatches either ethereally blurred or meticulously rendered. The 
work is unpredictable but always contains an element of humor: 
His latest experiment is animating his paintings and running them 
on a loop through DVD monitors, like a flip book for the new mil-
lennium. He recently got his BFA from VCU. He’s represented by 
ADA Gallery, through which his work has been shown at art fairs 
in New York, Miami and London. $400 to $4,000 at ADA Gallery
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